Committee on Commerce

Will meet at: 9:30 A.M.  Date: November 11, 2005

Location: Committee Room 1

Remarks:

**HB 31  HEBERT**  CONSUMERS/PROTECTION  Provides for restrictions on contracts awarded for disaster recovery work (Item #32)

**HB 76  PINAC**  BUILDING CODES  Provides for changes to the State Uniform Construction Code

**HB 129  CARTER, K.**  MOTOR VEHICLES  Authorizes the use of motor vehicles declared a total loss due to disaster or emergency to be used to build reefs off the coast of Louisiana (Item #13)

**HB 135  PINAC**  FINANCIAL INSTNS COMM'R  Provides relative to the emergency powers of the commissioner of the Office of Financial Institutions relative to nondepository institutions
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Chairman